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Directorof Services reference database at the end of the year.
Some of the periodicals budget went toward
Annual R¢P01‘t10 electronic journals, as cuts and cessations of
print periodicals brought the number down to
The year began with the 355, the lowest number of current
implementation of cuts in staffing and non- subscriptions since 1989.
salary budget lines as the Library did its part
to respond to an overall budget downturn and Events in the Library
the need for all aspects of the institution to The Library opened its doors for a
lower the cost basis going forward. The cuts Friday evening event in October in
to the library budget amounted to about 8% conjunction with the Apparel Design
overall, which was split between staffing and Department. Students who had worked with
non-salary. In all, one position was cut, that of women in Rwanda designing jewelry made of
the Picture Collection Assistant, and three paper came with representatives of KEZA to
positions have reduced hours. The non-salary talk about their work, show and sell examples,
budget, including all acquisitions lines, saw and to inspire other students to participate in
nearly a 25% cut. SiJT1Il3.1‘ humanitarian experiences. About 90
So what was the impact as the year people attended, and there was press coverage
unfolded? Hours were shortened in the as well.
Archives and Special Collections Reading The Library hosted a different kind of
Room, as well as in the Picture Collection. In event on New Years’ Eve, as two alumni who
the latter, students made up some of the loss, were also teaching at RISD, held a pre-
and we were able to open later in the evening. wedding reception and dinner. Thad Russell
It is hard to know the impact on students, and Jo Sittenfeld and 150 guests celebrated in
faculty and researchers ofclosing Archives a transformed and elegant space. Following
and Special Collections in the evenings and the precedent set with the previous wedding
on Sundays, but we do know that some event, the money received for use of the space
Continuing Education classes were affected. was spent on a special book; Josef Sudek’s
Special efforts were made to accommodate Praha panoramaticka (Prague Panorama),
requests if at all possible. Working more 1959, has been added to our Special
efciently in other areas seems to have Collections and bears a bookplate honoring
mitigated the change in stafng; training and the marriage ofThad and ]o.
a circulation audit by our library management In an exciting new development, the
system vendor were helpful in the latter library served as the theater for two
circumstance. productions by thespians from Brown. In
Book selection became more February, the University held the Writing is
rigorous, and there are no doubt important, Live festival, featuring plays by MFA
interesting or inspiring publications that were candidates in Playwriting from Brown, with
missed, but it is impossible to gauge that the performances directed and acted by MFA
effect. Based on usage statistics, some candidates in Directing and Acting who go to
important databases were cancelled, including school at Trinity Rep. The play performed in
ALUKA, AP Photo Archive, Bibliography of the library was Encyclopedia by Rachel
the History ofArt, Textile Technology Index, Jendrzejewski, directed by Shana Gozansky.
Garden and Landscape Index, and Who’s There were two performances with 50-60 in
I/Vho. Due to our savings in this area, we were attendance at each. Later in the spring, a
able to add CREDO, an important full-text student group called Shakespeare on the
Green produced Hamlet, directed by decision to inaugurate a pilot project in the
Margaret Maurer. Each of the two hallway as a way to begin. Materials were
performances had more than 100 in donated by the Interior Architecture
attendance. department and by one of the faculty
RISD students held a talent show to members. Two graduate assistants began
support a service learning trip over spring working with the Visual Resources Librarian
break. The library was the site used by lm to set up procedures and policies, and the
crews doing interviews, one ofRISD faculty students created a large bulletin board for the
member Franz Werner, and the other, rst oor to identify the disparate collections
Barnaby Evans about Waterre. Tours were on campus. Meanwhile, the seniors voted to
given for visitors from the School of the Art make the Materials Library the focus of the
Institute of Chicago, Beacon Charter School Senior Class Gift. To that end, the
for the Arts in Woonsocket, the Class of64 Development Office sponsored a kick-off
during RISD by Design weekend, and the party in the slide library space at the end of
Harvard Art Museum Friends group. Art the school year. At the same time, a grant
librarians from around the country came proposal was developed as signicant funding
during the annual ARLIS/NA conference in will be needed to continue this effort
Boston to see the library and to experience successfully.
the artists’ book collection. RISD trustees
continued to meet in the Picture Collection Outreach and Instruction
and for the second year, the dinner for The academic year once again started
honorary degree recipients was held on the with orientation leaders bringing the rst-year
rst oor. students through the library on their campus
There were ve extraordinary exhibits tour. Librarians taught 71 formal classes and
in the library this year, detailed on page 14in workshops reaching 1638 students over the
the Special Collections Librarian’s report. course of the year; in addition there were 88
Two events were held in conjunction with the class presentations of artists’ books and
exhibits: There was a reception in summer special collections for 1669 students. A
2009 for the Audubon Society of Rhode special effort has been made to reach out to
Island in recognition of their long term loan graduate students and to give them
ofbooks that were on exhibit, and the 20"‘ opportunities both in groups and individually
annual library staff art exhibit merited a to help them with research and preparation
special reception as well. for their masters’ theses. The new library
website and particularly the library research
Materials Library guides made possible with LibGuide software
One of the student initiatives over the were welcome additions in making the library
year was advocacy for a materials library on resources more accessible.
campus. After ID graduate students Flavia The librarians continued the program
Gnecco and Stephen Szermer had undertaken of library liaisons to the departments, with
a campus survey of existing departmental each librarian and the archivist continuing
collections and had investigated collections in with their three assigned departments.
other venues, interest remained high in the
development of a campus-wide collection at Strategic Planning
RISD. This corresponded with discussions Representing the library in the
about the future best use of the slide library strategic planning process, the director was a
space on the second oor, with the resulting participant throughout the year, beginning
3
with an offsite retreat at IDEO in the summer -- Review of required library resources
and continuing as part of the Core Group whenever curriculum changes are presented
when meetings commenced in]anuary. In to the Instruction Committee
March the librarians and archivist met for two -- Collaboration with Visiting Committees to
focused sessions on strategic planning for the improve library support for the curriculum in
library, looking both internally and into how the departments under review
we might interface with the overall plan as it -- Initiation of collaboration with faculty and
develops. We reviewed the existing 2007- students on classes
2012 Library Strategic Plan, looking at
external factors and trends, implications of Gifts + Acquisitions
those trends on our specialized art and design The library received 192 separate
library, and then undertook a SWOT analysis. donations with over 3500 items; to date 1500
We identied the following as strategic goals have been selected for retention. Book
going forward: donations came from faculty members Jan
Baker, Debra Balken, Chris Bertoni, Mairéad
1. Promote the librarians’ role as knowledge Byrne, Deborah Bright, Joe Deal, Ned Dwyer,
navigators, educating our students to be Michael Fink, Brian Goldberg, Jonathan
critical thinkers/users of information Higheld, Krzysztof Lenk, Leora Maltz-Leca,
through: Cornelia McSheehy, Bill Newkirk, Robin
-- promotion of information literacy standards Quigley, Chris Rose, Barbara Seidenath,
-- traditional library instruction Tracy Steepy, and Agnieszka Taborska, as
-- innovative approaches and leadership in well as librarians Ellie Nacheman, Ellen
teaching visual learners Petraits, Laurie Whitehill Chong and Carol
-- participation in RISD Learns and RISD Terry. As always, a large number of items
Quickies came from the RISD Museum ofArt, and this
-- work with faculty to understand curricular year the Providence Athenaeum donated a
needs and to inform them ofspecialized signicant number ofnineteenth century
library resources periodicals. The comic art collection
continues to grow with donations from Tim
2. Strengthen the library’s role as a knowledge Finn. Donors to Special Collections included
community creator Glenn Gissler, and Selma Ordewer, plus
-- identify material for digitization artists’ books from Sherrill Hunnibell, Sue
-- develop materials library as site for Johnson, Christine Kermaire, Alice
collaboration and research MacKenzie and Brad Freeman.
-- look for possible collaborations with other The library purchased far fewer titles
institutions this year due to the budget cuts: the total of
-- seek grant funding for knowledge-creation 2372 (for $106, 286) was down from a high of
projects 3389 titles in 2006/07. With fewer new books
to catalog and process, the technical services
3. Develop stronger ties with academic staffwas able to complete the reclassication
departments, the Museum and Continuing of all of the old Dewey-classed books in
Education, through: storage, a project that was begun in 1991. In
-- Consistent library orientation for new conjunction with that effort, a signicant
faculty and new museum curators number ofunused non-art volumes were
withdrawn from the collection.
As indicated above, a number of Staff also attended meetings, workshops and
research databases were dropped this year, conferences at RISD, Bryant, Holy Cross, the
but we were able to add CREDO, thus ClarkArt Institute and NELINET
enhancing the full-text content for reference headquarters. Details of staff activities appear
resources. Thankfully, the State ofRI in the reports that follow.
continues to provide access to general The library director served on campus
academic research databases, freeing up our committees, including the Deans Advisory
funds for more specialized resources. Council, the Administrative Computer
Access to digital images continues to Advisory Group, the Ad Hoc Budget
grow, both in terms of those produced locally Committee, the Core Group for Strategic
in direct response to faculty needs, and also in Planning, and the administration team for the
the large databases, ARTStor in particular, Full-time Faculty/Librarian contract
which now claims more than 1 million negotiations. She served as liaison to
images. Architecture, Landscape Architecture and the
Apparel Design departments. Carol
Stafng continued to serve on the AICAD Librarians
Elaine Robinson joined the staff in Steering Committee. She is President of the
August as Senior Technical Assistant in Consortium ofRhode Island Academic and
Acquisitions, replacing Marilyn Simpson who Research Libraries, on the Library Board of
retired at the end of]une 09 after 29 years at Rhode Island, and the Buildings 8: Grounds
RISD; this position is now part-time at 20 Committee of the Providence Athenaeum.
hours/week. With grant funding, the Archives She exhibited photographs in the RISD staff
was able to continue with three paid project show and the annual library staff exhibit. Her
intems: Meghan Bannon, Rhonda Chadwick chapter, “The making of the 21“ century art
andjodi Goodman. Monica Castiglione library: cultivating vision, collaboration and
provided support in Readers’ Services as an support,” was published in The Handbook of
intern from the URI library school. Visual Art and Design Librarianship. (Facet
Resources Librarian Marta Bustillo left in Publishing, London).
May to return to Dublin, Ireland; a search for
her replacement was conducted in the spring Goals for 2010/ 1 1
and Mark Pompelia was appointed to the The focus for the year ahead will be to
position to begin inJuly. Ellen Petraits passed position the library as core to the academic
critical review. Marc Calhoun received his mission within the strategic planning process,
Master’s Degree from URI Graduate School while developing action steps in response to
ofLibrary and Information Studies. the goals and objectives as articulated above
and as they are identied for the campus as a
Professional Development whole. We will seek funding for the
The academic year started with two development of the Materials Library, and in
days of training with staff from Innovative the meantime, nd ways to continue to build
Interfaces, with focus on our circulation this resource. Staff development and training
system. Librarians participated in will be a focus of our activities.
conferences of the American Library
Association, the Art Libraries Society of Carol S. Terry
North America in Boston, College Book Art Director ofLibrary Services
Association (Portland, OR), and the September 2010
Innovative Users Group meeting in Chicago.
5
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Research Use of the Collections
Over the past year, Archivist Andrew
Martinez and Associate Archivist Douglas
Doe answered 186 reference requests, that
came via e-mail, letter, and telephone,
working 345.5 hours to research and answer
these queries. In the previous year the
Archives received 195 reference requests
(232.25 hours). A signicant amount of time
was spent nding and compiling information
and material to support the institution-wide
strategic planning process. In addition to
Doug providing copies ofpast academic
plans, strategic plans, accreditation and self-
study reports from the past 30 years, Andy
created a timeline of signicant, “course-
altering” events in RISD’s 133-year history.
Additional reference requests came
from RISD researchers (administrators,
alumni, faculty, staff, and students) and from
non-RISD scholars and the general public,
covering perennial topics such as former
RISD faculty and students, RISD buildings,
past Museum exhibitions including Raid the
Icebox I with Andy Warhol, and works ofart in
the permanent collection. Other research
topics included the Universal Kitchen Project,
Records Accessioned and Collections
Processed
In 2009-2010, the RISD Archives
formally accessioned 51 groups of records
totaling 82.6 linear feet ofmaterial. Notable
accessions include:
I digital scans ofMetcalf family
genealogical records
I FAV and Photography 2010 degree
projects
I Institutional Research and Planning
records created by former Director
Felice Billups
I examples ofpublications created by
Media + Partners; research materials
from Apparel Design
I Museum Education Department
records, including hundreds of
photographs documenting events
I Academic Affairs subject les (2005-
2008)
I “thesis” materials for Painting seniors
and MFA students (2004-2007)
I Finance and Administration records
(198 1-2009)
I a 15-minute short lm by Charles
Arnold, ]r. and other members of the
RISD Film Society, (1949-1950),
documenting Market Square, its
people, and busy trafc
curriculum history, past academic policies and
practices, and Museum governance. The
Archives provided reference services and
archival images to Institutional Engagement
in support ofnew donor initiatives.
The Archives hosted at least 135
individuals who registered and used the
collections in person.
Reference Requests Registered Researchers
College Staff 92 (49%) 12 (08%)
Museum Staff 14 (08%) 03 (02%)
Faculty 22 (12%) 04 (03%)
resi ent s ce an rustees
Records, 1999-2010
I Museum Director’s Correspondence,
(1994-2004)
I DVDs of films by Faculty Member
John Terry
I examples ofAthena Award medals
representing various castings.
Doug continued his work on the
Rhode Island Archives and Manuscript
Collection Online (RIAMCO) grant project,
Students 03 (02%) 86 (64% which has the goal ofcreating a statewide
Alumni 09 (05%) 05 (04%)
Non-RISD 46 (25%) 19 (14%)
archival nding aids database using Encoded
Archival Description He attended Decoration and Interior Architecture at
several training sessions related to the project RISD. Andy gave a presentation to the
and, in turn, trained Simmons University Library Committee on how students conduct
graduate students Meghan Bannon,_]odi research in the Archives.
Goodman, and Rhonda Chadwick, who Andy continued to serve on the
worked as paid interns, processing Museum Instruction Committee and the Academic
Director’s ofce and curatorial department Policies Committee, was appointed to the
records and creating EAD nding aids for the Honorary Degree Committee, and elected to
RIAMCO website. Doug served on the serve on the Ad Hoc Budget Committee. He
project’s Executive Committee and the Best also was a Library liaison to the Teaching +
Practices Committee. RISD work-study Learning in Art + Design, Photography, and
student Giles Holt also processed Museum Sculpture departments.
records. In all, 59 linear feet ofMuseum Andy attended a Continuing Education
records were processed. Other processed Photoshop class and served as the Rhode
records included Academic Affairs (14 linear Island representative for the Society of
feet) and President's Ofce records (0.5 American Archivists Membership
linear feet). Committee.
Andy continued working on records Doug attended the New England
management schedules and guidelines for the Archivists fall and spring meetings and served
Museum’s records and met with Vice on the Local Arrangements Committee for an
President for Finance and Administration Bill upcoming Spring 2011 conference in
Decatur to discuss electronic records issues. Providence (Pembroke Center at Brown
University). Doug also served on the RISD
Additional Activities Staff Council.
Andy was involved in the ofcial launch of
the Innite Radius: Founding Rhode Island AndrewMartinez
School ofDesign publication, that was released Archivist
in October at RISD by Design weekend. June 2010
Launch activities included a panel discussion
with the contributing authors in the Metcalf
Auditorium, a book signing, and reception.
Andy also curated an exhibition on RISD’s
history for the Library’s exhibit cases as a tie- Q . .
in to the publication's release. At RISD by 1H I
Design, Andy gave his customary historic tour ' 9
of the cam us and re eated the tour for Fa SP P
members ofARLIS/NA on a swing through
Providence in the spring. He also facilitated a FOUNDM MODE “LAND SCHOOL Of mm”
tour of the Library for a group ofTrustees and A
Administrators visiting from the School of the B l
Art Institute of Chicago.
For an exhibition ofwork of alumna Ruth
Abraams Spencer (Interior Decoration 1934)
at the Brown Hillel Gallery, Andy gave a
presentation and contributed a catalogue
essay on the early history of Interior
7
Reade;-5’ Services stamping, logging of questions, and ease of
Annual Report 2009/10 access to the form from any location.
The questions on the fonn are:
Question Location, Question Format,Overview
_
_ _At Readers, Services meetings ‘§l_Itl€StlOH Type, Time Spent, Question, and
swer.discussed and worked on policies for books The trial resulted in the following
damaged by the book drop and reviewed our , _information:
'd DVD li . DZinioiaints gglrlilgwegsgofssrjoshn I There were 327 responses.
P ’ Y - M t fth ti s kdatthG b. d 1 d Ii f h d os o eques on were as e eandP CY- g (1-/-iy)
t t li al. Th L'b ° '5 Clea .:;:§w lggvgll Flipgii Che; 2' rary I Most questions were asked in person (87%).
Stlartingjunelgll, studentslcancclheck ollit I 64% were dllecllonal’ 20% sllbject and l6%
videos and DVDs for 7 days (up from 3 da s) computer/equlpmellt queStlolls'
and the daily Overdue ne item is $2 O3, I Most questions were answered in ve minutes
(down from $5.00). During our discussion flrlhleif (85_%g'
. . e orrn is ein revise an wi e use
we found that our collection of 3,768 videos g
and DVDs circulated 1 1,247 times the StalllllgJuly‘
previous Readers Services Staff Picks started a
Several vendors demonstrated their couple ofyeals agO' The staff and Student
products for us. EBSCO showed us their new workers Put tllell favorlle bolllls and movles
on the steps of the Study Pavihon, eachdiscovery and searching products; we also
_th fth
. . seectionmare W1 aname aeo elooked at Gold Rush, an electronic Journal P
. recornrnender. In December we started doingmana ement software. Innovativeg . . . . ,
demonstrated e-reserves, talked to us about gllls lmllnse tlgflgllilsl the LlbGulde Readers
Circa, a replacement for our percon reader ervlces ta lc
h // d hb d / t ks N th . 1 b . d, dAi ttp: ris .' gui es.com s affpic . o:1 nowgsgjre Zlfnsrlljilllggtfwcilg rpac only does this make the picks accessible
‘Y P 8 ' h h t (if tth id) b tIn May we looked for a better way to t mug Ou Campus no e wol u
keep statistics at the Reference Desk. Claudia also allows us to keep Past_P‘°kS posted‘ The
d d h t RISDCovert developed a Google form to collect lecommell er an t e ell lle
library questions and put up the form for a commllljllty call comillentgll tlge Pllcks'
. . en rints o our azz e ans aretrial period. There are several reasons to P P
upgrade the way we take Reference Question now fofisagle tllt£olll§hlli;lSDl,woll(s'_3he
Statistics. First we wanted to create a system Pl0cee_ S elle ll t ll lary S speclby which other departments could Participate. collections and exhibits. December through
ld 30 l ' t W hWe set out to track questions at both June we so P us pllll S" e ope every
Reference and Circulation Desks so we could Rlsl) lly dell? lgzekeml to lelgle tlie _cullellt_
. . . . . ten rints an a ten more. azz eima es inidentify trends, build collections and services, P g
share information amongst staff and student RDlDfllave beell_Calaloglll:l wltll ttlle help of
. . . our re erence assistan s an our in ern.
workers, and see where trainmg is needed.
Some problems addressed with the Google Ploofleadmg hills begulltl glvedllavf l_eCelved_
Reference Questions Sheet include time mall? “*F1“‘*“‘ or us_e ll e an e lmages ln_
pubhcations and exhibits. Carol Terry, Laurie
Whitehill Chong, and Claudia worked midnight, an average of 24 per night. The
together to come up with usage agreement count was collected with our new front door
and a method of tracking these requests. counter. john, Stephen McCaughey, and
Our door count went up this year Ellen Petraits volunteered to change their
from 150,223 to 167,385. hours to 4pm to midnight to provide staff
coverage.
Circulation John, Mark, and Stephen began the
Our busy fall semester started with a triennial inventory this June.
Circulation Audit. The main focus of the
audit was loan rules, billing, and materials Reference 8: Instruction
booking. Loan rules have been modied and Due to so many Reference Assistants
cleaned up. Billing has been successfully graduating last spring, eleven new work-study
streamlined. The public side ofMaterials students were hired and trained this year. We
Booking is up. This audit helped clean up the had our annual work-study breakfast for all
system to make it run more efciently with Circulation and Reference Assistants. We
fewer reports, simplied loan rules, risdlib also held our Expert Training for all ofour
email now receiving returned email and new Reference Assistants, led by Ellie
patron responses. Nacheman and Ellen Petraits.
All new student data was downloaded At the Reference meetings we
into Millennium from Datatel, a rst for us discussed raising awareness of the Reference
with the Millennium system. Now the Desk, taking better statistics, and staffmg the
registration process for new students is much reference desk.
faster. Circulation staff no longer has to enter Reference inquires increased this year
each student's information by hand. from 4,712 to 5,349. Instruction rose from 54
Circulation staff supervise the classes to 74 this year reaching 1,237 students.
students who work in the Picture Collection Claudia taught 49% of library classes, Ellen
during evening hours. 47%, Marta Bustillo 3%, and Ellie 1%.
Circulation this year, including Ellen organized and oversaw the new
renewals, is 80,252. This is down from last student Library Orientations where 420
year’s 85,595. In house circulation moved students toured the library on Sunday,
down from 54,098 last year to 48,285. Items September 13, 2009. There were eighteen Art
checked out by RISD students, faculty, and History 102 classes this spring. Ellen
staff at the Brown Universities Library transitioned the Art History 102 assignment
decreased from last year's total of 3,507 to and tutorials to an online LibGuide format.
2,143. However, Interlibrary Loans requested Ellen taught ten classes (7 unique) and
by RISD patrons were up from last year’s 109 Claudia taught 8 classes (7 unique).
to 243. Retrievals from storage have gone up During the year, 19 graduate-level
from 81 to 133. The move ofmore materials library instruction sessions were taught by
to storage over the summer of2009 may have instruction librarians throughout the library, 4
resulted in the increase. graduate teaching assistants scheduled library
In December 2009 and May 2010 the instruction for their undergraduate classes,
library was opened six days until midnight. 241 graduate students attended these
For the fall 169 people used the library sessions, and 61 individual graduate research
between 1 1pm and midnight during this time, appointments were made with a librarian.
an average of28 per night. For the spring 141
people used the library between 11pm and
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In the fall and spring, forty Apparel StaffActivities
Design sophomores visited the library to learn Monica Castiglione (Intern, Spring
how to research for the 20"‘ Century decades 2010) is a library science student at URI
they needed to use as inspiration for fashion specializing in School Library Media. She
lines. Laurie and Claudia worked together to worked reference desk shifts and helped with
show them items from special collections, class prep. She created LibGuides on Haiti
how to research time periods, and use and library terminology, and also assisted with
databases such as COPA (Commercial the Faculty Authors LibGuide. She will
Pattem Archive) and ARTstor. graduate from URI in May 201 1.
Injune 2009 the library began using Claudia Covert (Readers’ Services
LibGuides. It is library specic software that Librarian) is the ACRL Arts Vice Chair. She
helps us create online guides. We have attended ALA Midwinter and Annual as well
created 51 guides so far. Many guides are as the NERCOMP (NorthEast Regional
created for classes and some are created based Computing Program) Annual Conference.
on frequently asked questions. RISD’s John Gambino (Senior Circulation
LibGuides homepage has received 6,795 hits Assistant/Reserves) attended the work-study
this year and the guides have received 14,985 breakfast, assisted with shelving and shelf
hits. Each guide has a friendly URL that is checking, and attended two RISD Learns
given out in class often in lieu ofhandouts. classes: Advanced Digital Photo & Advanced
Credo is a new database added to the Photoshop. He processed 791 reserves that
Reference Collection this year. It contains were requested 3949 times.
over 400 ebooks from a variety ofpublishers Gail Geisser (Circulation Manager)
covering all areas, from art to science, and has was in charge of library room reservations and
a concept mapping search. Technical monitored reference desk student workers in
Services is cataloging these ebooks. the mornings during Claudia’s leave. She
The Reference department created interactive forms for storage retrievals
researched potential Honorary Degree and search requests. Gail attended a
recipients for the Honorary Degree Digication presentation and participated in
Committee this spring. The research was the Lyrasis online class on copyright. She
hosted on a Google site. attended the IUG Conference in Chicago and
Claudia developed a Faculty Authors the annual ACRL-NE conference at Holy
Libguide to recognize faculty authors in the Cross. She will be the co-chair ofASIG for
library’s holdings. It represents the last ve the upcoming year.
years ofbooks, exhibition catalogs, articles, Stephen McCaughey (Circulation
etc published by RISD faculty members (full Supervis0r/Serials) moved over 500
time, part time, CE, librarians, and curators). periodicals to storage and shifted the
With the transfer of RISD email to periodicals in open stacks. He attended RISD
Google Apps for Education we moved many Learns classes: Art ofManaging Conict and
of our forms to Google Docs. Current Stress Management, took CPR Training, and
Google docs for 2010/2011 include: Room attended a reference training class. He also
Reservations, the Faculty Survey ofLibrary participated in the Library Staff Show.
Instruction, and Instruction Statistics. Ellie Nacheman (Catalog/Reference
Room reservations went up slightly Librarian) attended the ARLIS/NA annual
from 895 to 941. conference in Boston in April, and
participated in the 20th anniversary Library
StaffArt Show.
Ellen Petraits (Reference Librarian) Special Called-ions
participated in the Graduate Forum A R t 2 1
Orientation on September 15, 2009 and "mull epor 009/ 0
taught 23 undergraduate library instruction
lesion; and l0.gladul;:_leVel lllarih Budgetary issues impacted Specialins ruc on sessions. e serve on e _ _
_
_
_ , Collections this year by forcing us toInstruction committee and Wintersession
Overview
subcommittee as well as the Visual Resources ellmlnllle evenlng and Sunday hours of_
o eration and reduce staffhours Des ite
Librarian search committee. In March she P ' Pthese reductions, it was a busy year and
compiled and presented a report to the , ,Library Co _ttee detailing RISD graduate requests for class visits and retrievals of
students, of the library and the in Special Collections materials remained high,
which the hbra Graduate Studies with only slightly lower numbers of registered
and the radual: tl'1§SlllS Ellen attended the Art lndlvldual vlsllom Exlllbltlons lllgllllgllledLibrarief Society ofNO'rth America/ resources from the circulating collections,
al ll h d
Northeast chapter meeting at the ClarkArt Zpeclisi ietlllllglS' alcdlvel? altli alllsts
Institute inWilliamstown, MAin October 16, O0 lg lza O,n an co ec on
. . “ . . . management proiects, as well as onhne
and gave ll Plesenlallon elllllled' Vlsuallzmg software ro rams for instruction and socialR h: c tM - R h P g up
‘d f t'_ remain er o our nne.
America (ARLIS/NA) annual conference in
Boston, MAin April. The session was devoted Facilities andE ui
ll b ' " t ti a 1 a ‘1 Pto co a orative ins ruc on mo e s an _ _
.
. .
During the winter we had a few water
outlined her work of designing and , _ , 'incidents m the storage area due to some
implementing an instruction module to teach _ _
roon issues. There was minor dama e to
. . , . g g
lcizncepllmapp ln lllsl) S ll? llltlslolztllioz some Archives boxes but no materials or
Algilgggiirt &e]l;:;§:l;l;lh;:ilI?5:arie§ books were involved. Although repairs to the
D_ g roofwere made, as a general safety precaution
ivisionMark sweene (Circulation we continue to be on the alert whenever we
S eiviso /Stacks) shilfted the first half of encounter Pellods ofheavy lam TheU 1' . . . .
P remainin metal cano ies were installed over
RlSD Mam’ lllled and llalned ll new the tops of the stacks in the Special
students; created a spreadsheet for 16mm _C ll tion stora e area ensurm further
lms in the vault, matching current holding O ec _ S g ' g
with original list and posted it on the shared ploleclloll agalnsl llglll and polenllal water
’ d
drive. He recorded the minutes for the last amagel
t\1:YoILibraryfCo$ngtee Mgletings. He staffed Design igllllfflgizggzioggglg)
t e i rary or o rown rama h_ft_ f h _ _ _
productions- Encyclopaedia and Hamlet. He S l mg O l e ellllle Collecllon Once agaln
' became necessary. Even with the help of
enrolled in two CE classes: Photoshop and , _
student assistants this rocess took man
Illustrator. ' P y
months to complete.
Our laneta scanner continues to
Claudia Covert . . P
, _ _ be a vital piece of equipment and overall
Readers Services Librarian _ _
scanning requests increased from last year.
July 2010 Scanning requests by Architecture students
l l
were down a bit however, due to the fact that Explorers class, and we had a special tour for
the Architecture Department acquired its CE Certicate students in the Children’s
own drum scanner for students to use. Illustration course. Non-RISD class visits
included Brown, University ofMassachusetts
Class Presentations and Collection Usage at Dartmouth, and the School of the Museum
The number of class visits for of Fine Arts Boston. A total of45 students
presentations of special collections materials came to view artists’ books from Hope High
and artists’ books was the highest ever this School and Moses Brown School as part of a
year and up 15% from four years ago, our rst program involving local schools called Raise
year in this space. It seems to be a trend for Your Voice
class presentations of special collections http: //raiseyourvoiceexamining.wordpress.c
materials to outnumber those for artists’ om/2010/02/ . Focusing on diversity,
books, although individual appointments cultural awareness, and non-violence, student
tend to be more often focused on artists’ projects involved poetry, story-telling and
books. The overall number of students was making artists’ books.
higher than last year, most likely reecting The artist book collection is just 3
campus-wide increased class enrollments books shy of reaching 1,400 titles and
(many classes had between 20 and 30 continues to be an important teaching tool
students). We had new classes from Apparel and attraction. Four bookbinding
Design, Painting, Printmaking, 2-D, History demonstrations were given to Illustration and
ofArt and Visual Culture, and Architecture as 2-D classes this year and the librarian was
well as many returning classes. As last year, 7 invited to critique some of the nal projects.
graduate level classes were scheduled and 5 Artists’ books were the focus of an exhibition
grad students with teaching appointments in the Spring and guided tours were given to
scheduled undergraduate classes. Informal several groups including members of the Art
record-keeping indicates that approximately Libraries Society ofNorth America and
17 individual appointments to see more Harvard Art Museum members.
materials from the collections resulted from
students attending a class presentation. Outreach
Of the 18 sections ofArt History 102, The “Button” project for Freshman
8 classes came for 60-90 minute sessions to Orientation was a huge success again this year
view selected materials from Special and proves to be a good strategy for outreach
Collections. VVhen a course had more than to new students. The Special Collections Blog
one section, these classes were generally held http: //risdspecial.wordpress.com also proved
back to back, some of them extending beyond to be an important resource for announcing
our normal hours of operation. Having the highlights of the collections and local exhibits
Special Collections portion of the AH 102 or events related to book arts and special
classes optional works very well, allowing collections. On average, we posted once or
instructors to work more closely with the twice a month and our entries include images
librarian to select relevant materials and and descriptions of specic resources and new
providing students with a rich hands-on acquisitions, reviews ofnew artists’ books,
learning experience. notes from interesting lectures, and library
Due to reduced hours, classes from exhibition details.
RISD’s Continuing Education program were Utilizing the new LibGuide software,
also reduced. We continued to have Pre- Special Collections published nine discrete
College classes, the RISD Museum’s Art LibGuides and added Special Collections
portions to several LibGuides created by I James Ensor: [the complete paintings] /
Readers’ Services Librarians. These online text by Xavier Tricot. Ostldern:
nding guides provide users, both within the Hatje Cantz, c 2009
RISD community and beyond, with resources I Praha panoramatickd / Josef Sudek.
and research strategies for a variety of Praha: Statni nakl. krasné literatury,
subjects. For most classes that visit Special hudby a uméni, [1959]
Collections, we provide printed handouts of I The Red Book = Liber novas / C.G.
resources viewed, but with online LibGuide Jung; translated by Mark Kyburz,
versions, we were able to provide research John Peck, and Sonu Shamdasani.
information and save paper. New York: W.W. Norton & Co.,
News ofour exhibitions is now c2009.
regularly featured in the “Currently on View” Additions to the Artist Book collection:
section of the new library webpage and past I Simple Harmonic M0ti0n5/ Inge
and forthcoming exhibits can also be accessed Bmggeman, 2001
in the menu under “Exhibitions”. This has I XB00k/ Susan Weinz, 2,009
made it much easier to promote our I East W@5¢/ Leei Guo, 2003
exhibition program. The exhibition of artists’ I Htapital Brut 3/ Le Demie; Cri, 2006
books was installed in April to coincide with I 43/ According to Robin pr,"Ce/ Robin
an “Artist Book Slam” event held in the Price, 2007
libra1’Y- This event was Part Of the Art I Aunt Sallie’s LamentAltered Edition/
Libraries Society/North America Claire Vanvljet, 2()()4
(ARLIS/NA) Annual Conference held in I Br-lb, Rabbit, An American
Boston and librarians from all over the Adaptation/ Ann Tyler, 2007
country came to tour the library and I paper W0rk5/ Jenny Grimyser, 2993
participate. An exhibition catalog was created I Artifact” Laura Davidson, 2909
and 3 PDF Version was turned into a I The Model Architect: The Panic of '09/
download-able link from the library webpage. Karen Hanmer, 29 10_
In addition, Providence Journal’s Arts Editor Special funding from gifts enabled ns to
Bill Van Siclen toured the exhibit with the Purchase three more artists’ books;
Special Collections Librarian and wrote a I Counting; A Book ofLists/ Janine
favorable review for the newspaper. This Wong, 2008 with funds frorn the
definitely helped to attract many more visitors Boston Book Arts Group’ donated by
from the are?” Marcia Ciro, for artists’ books made
by women
Aaluisitmns and Collectmns I Reum'on/ Karen Hanmer, 2006 and
Selected Additions to Special I Portraits:F0r Nancy Morgenstern/ Otis
Cdlectionsi Rubottom, 2003 with funds given in
I Vincent Van Gogh: the letters: the memory ofmizabetb Salzbnrger for
complete illustrated and annotated art therapy related books
edition/ edited by LeoJansen, Hans Visiting book artists this year
Luilten and Nienke Bakken London: included: Janine Wong; Mary Taylor; Dot
Thames & Hudson, in association Simpson Krause; Mary McCarthy; Holly
with the Van G081‘ Museum and the Ewald; Tana Kellner; Sam Winston; Rick
Huygens Institute, 2009 Miller; and RISD alumnaJudith Rothchild.
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Conservation work was begun on used in the publication of this recent history
selected titles from the Gorham Design of the founding ofRISD.
Library collection by Dragony Bindery in Solo Senior ]ewelry Exhibit: Devyn
Woonsocket (George and Patty Sargent BFA Downing. December 14 — 17, 2009. Curated
'76 and ’77). Collection records for the by Devyn Downing. (Balcony cases only)
Larsen Fabric Swatch Collection, the Lorenz Taking Note: artists’ sketchbook
Artist Book Process Archive, the Laxson facsimiles. January 8 to March 10, 2010.
Artist Book Archive, and the Book Art & Curated by Laurie Whitehill Chong.
Artist Ephemera Files were added to the Selections from the Circulating and Special
online catalog. Processing of the materials in Collections.
these collections is ongoing. 20”‘ Annual Library Sta‘Art Exhibit.
March 16 to April 8, 2010. Curated byAriel
Digitization Bordeaux and Susan Gifford. To celebrate
Digital images of a small portion of this milestone, both oors of display cases
the artist book collection were created for the were used.
RISD Digital Image Database, with the Artists’ Books Content, Design, voicE,
guidance of the Visual Resources Librarian. Form. April 15 to June 25, 2010. Curated by
Permissions to digitize were obtained from Laurie Whitehill Chong. A printed exhibition
many of the book artists. Workows were catalog accompanied the exhibit.
established for continuing this project and On loan from the RISD library
cataloging of these images is ongoing. Once collections: 17 artists’ books to Salve Regina
these images/records are completed University in Newport, RI for their gallery
researchers in the RISD community will have exhibition Rhode Island School ofDesign Artist
visual references to the artist book collection ' Book Exhibit, March 18 to April 1 1, 2010;
for the rst time. ]ewelry Making and Design/ Augustus Rose
1917 for the RISD Museum ofArt exhibition
Exhibitions and Loans Queen of the Insects: The Art of the Buttery,
It was decided to reduce the total December 1 1, 2009 - May 9, 2010.
number of library-wide exhibitions per year
from seven to four or ve, due to the amount Donations
ofwork required to launch well designed Donations ofbooks and materials to
exhibitions and because of staffing limitations. Special Collections include: a collection of
The following exhibitions were installed: Pentagram Design catalogs and The Personal
Representing the Wild: 19”‘ and 20”‘ House: homes ofartists and designers by Betty
century illustrations ofbirds and animals. July 2 Alswang, in honor of former Museum
to September 26, 2009. Curated by Laurie Director Hope Alswang from Glenn Gissler
Whitehill Chong. A collection ofnatural BA 1983; from RISD faculty Deborah Bright,
history books on long-term loan from the 9 Evenings: Theatre 29’ Engineering (1966) by
Audubon Society ofRhode Island, Deborah Bright; 37 books and pamphlets on
augmented with taxidermy specimens from American Typography from Sehna Ordewer;
the Nature Lab. from RISD faculty Agnieszka Taborska, the
Innite Radius: found Rhode Island French translation ofher Surrealist book, La
School ofDesign. October 2 to December 18, Vie Songeuse de Leonora de la Cruz (2007);
2009. Curated by Archivist Andrew Martinez. and an 1822 edition of The Works ofWilliam
Supporting materials from the RISD Archives Hogarth, from the family of_]ohn Hazen
White Sr and Mary “Happy” Tefft White.
Donations ofbooks and materials to short comic book in the form of an “instant
the Artist Book Collection include: an altered book” to promote this event.
book sculpture, Book ofHours #51: Turkish Work study students continue to
Suite (1998) by Sherrill Hunnibell BFA 1964; assist with ongoing and special projects.
an artist book, The Woodcraft Laws (2004) by Graphic Design student Elizabeth St. Clair
Alice MacKenzie MFA 2005; 2 artists’ books, helped to organize some of the Laxson
]oe (1984) and MuzeLink (1997) by Brad Archives materials and designed the 68 page
Freeman; 2 artists’ books, Quaking Aspen, catalog for the “Artists’ Books Content
Volume 1 (2009-) and The Inventories (2010) Design voicE Form” exhibition.
by Sue johnson; 2 artists’ books, DNA Special Collections Librarian, Laurie
Collector Book (2010) and Flight Textile Book Whitehill Chong curated 3 of the library’s 5
2 (2009) by Christine Kermaire. Slides, exhibitions this year and created hand
correspondence, articles, reviews and diaries letterpress printed posters for 2 of them. The
were added to the Ruth Laxson Artist Book “Artists’ Books” exhibition, organized by
Archive. subject was designed to show how
contemporary book artists tackle signicant
Staff life issues such as race, gender, war,
Because ofbudget issues Special relationships, loss, and family. Her
Collections Assistant Ariel Bordeaux’s work photographs and essays for the exhibition
week was reduced voluntarily from 35 to 30 catalog describe how materials, design,
hours per week and evening/weekend hours concept, and structure are all integrated to
were eliminated. Ariel worked on 3 long-term enhance the understanding ofcontent.
projects this year including a major shift of the Laurie spent several days in Atlanta,
collection, inventory, and digitization. As part GA at the home ofbook artist Ruth Laxson,
of the digitization project, Ariel is working on working with the artist to select and pack
photographing artists’ books from the additional materials for the Laxson Archive. A
collection and assisting with entering Deed of Gift for the Laxson Archive materials
metadata for these images. was nally completed. Laurie attended the
Along with Susan Gifford, Ariel College BookArt Association Conference at
curated the “20th Annual Library StaffArt the Oregon College ofArt and Design in
Exhibit". Ariel created a poster for the exhibit Portland, where she assumed duties on the
of artists’ sketchbook facsimiles. She created 2 CBAA Board and visited book artist Inge
postings for the Special Collections Blog, one Bruggeman. She also served on the CBAA
on a Rockwell Kent book in the collection and Publications Committee and is on the
the other on Hopital Brut, a new acquisition. Editorial Board for this organization's
In addition, Ariel created a very useful forthcoming new journal. Laurie attended the
LibGuide on “Comics and Graphic Novels”, Art Libraries Society ofNorth America
which includes a variety ofprint and digital Annual Conference in Boston, and organized
resources and research tools. Ariel taught a the “Artist Book Slam” session. Laurie also
very successful 6 week Continuing Education took a RISD Continuing Education course on
course, “True Stories: The Comic Book Pochoir printing.
Memoir”. She also served on the Women’s As Library Liaison with the Graphic
Focus Week Committee to develop a week of Design, Illustration and Textiles departments,
events on the topic of “Women Balancing Laurie made use of the library’s new website,
Family, Art and Career”. Ariel created a clever blogs, and LibGuides to inform faculty ofnew
resources, events, databases, and services. She
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attended nal crits in all 3 departments and This project was completed six
made more informal contacts throughout the months earlier than the date given as a
year. challenge by the Director ofLibrary Services
Despite reduced hours in Special at the beginning of this academic year. We
Collections, we managed to serve large were partly assisted in completing the project
numbers of students, faculty and researchers early by having fewer new books to catalog
as before. Although missed opportunities for due to the 25% decrease in the acquisitions
use of Special Collections by evening classes budget. Having one classication system now
and students this year cannot be calculated, makes the library and library catalog easier to
we will continue to monitor the situation. As use for students, faculty and staff alike. It is
we work on both the campus and library also the classication system used by the
strategic plans, we will look for new ways to Brown University Library and the rest of the
make use ofdigital technologies to augment Rhode Island academic libraries.
traditional services and provide new services Another milestone achieved during
in Special Collections that will enrich the the past year was the number of titles from
learning community. both the RISD Library and the Providence
Athenaeum in the online catalog now totals
Laurie Whitehill Chong over 200,000. The number ofnew book
Special Collections Librarian, Curator of purchases declined by over 500 titles from the
Artists’ Books previous year, again due to the above-
June 2010 mentioned decrease in the acquisitions
budget. The department continues to
Technical Services completely catalog all new purchases during
the academic year.
Annual Report 2009/1 0 The number ofgifts received was
slightly higher than the previous year with the
one °r the greatest accomplishments RISD Museum continuing to be the largest
or the DeParhhehl dhrlhg the Pest year was donor ofmaterials. Alumnus Tim Finn
the eehlblellbh °r the Prelect lb reelasslry continues to donate hundreds of titles
rh°h°graPhs wllh the Old RISD Llbrary pertaining to comics and graphic novels. His
numeric call numbers to Library of Congress donations during the past twelve years total
cell numbers The Llbrery begeh hslhg over 1400 titles, and represent many more
Llbrery or Congress elesslrleerleh based Oh volumes since much ofwhat he donates to the
the recommendation made by Robert Library are mu1ti_vO1ume Sew Bn-an
Garzillo shortly after he started as Technical Goldberg, a Parbtime faculty member,
Servlees Llbrarleh lh-lahhary or l99l' Close donated over 700 titles ofmostly recently
to that date all new library book acquisitions Published maten-a1S_ This Collection is
were classed to LC" ahd we eerrlrheheed re’ currently being checked with our collection
elasslrylhg rrlalerlals Al hrsr lhrllyldllal for duplication and, if needed, added to the
collections were targeted to be re-classied conectiom one last collection Ofgift
such as the artists, m°h°graPhs seellehr materials notable for the total number,
followed by the reference collection, oversize Content, and currency was received from Cate
books’ SPeelal eelleerlehs and hhelly the McQuaid, a book reviewer for the Boston
remainder of the circulating collection. G1Obe_
Overall approximately 40,000 books were re-
classed to L.C. classication call numbers.
The department continues to catalog negotiating team that met regularly with the
material from the Gorham Manufacturing administration negotiating team members
Company Design Library as well as another during April though the very end of_]une. A
addition to the Ordewer Collection of 20*“ new three-year contract was successfully
Century American Typography, given in negotiated and includes signicant additions
memory ofD.B. Bianchi and Daniel Berkeley for the librarians.
Updike. Total numbers for these two Robert attended a NELINET
collections presently number 660 and 313 meeting in October on the topic of technical
titles respectively. Both collections are services workows which featured two
important additions to our Special presenters from our main book vendor, YBP.
Collections. Also ofnote was the number of Also in October he attended the two-day
books withdrawn from the collection: over Providence Preservation Society symposium
900 titles mainly from the areas of literature, entitled, “The American Renaissance in
social sciences and history were withdrawn Providence, a Golden Age in Architecture and
from storage. the Arts". In November Robert attended the
Robert Garzillo, Technical Services Lyrasis Bibliographic Services Conference
Librarian, created new collection locations held at College of the Holy Cross in
and item-types in the Millennium library Worcester, MA. He attended the HELIN
software for our rst cataloged electronic annual conference at Bryant University in
periodical titles. A new item-type was also ]anuary as well as the IUG meeting held at
assigned to Artists’ Books for easier statistical ALA Mid-Winter conference in Boston. In
analysis of this Special collection material. April he attended the Innovative Users Group
For the rst time in the past ten years Conference in Chicago and the ARLIS/NA
authority records for new acquisitions were conference in Boston, where he served as the
not loaded into the database. The Technical tour coordinator to the Walter Gropius
Services Librarian decided with cuts to the House in Lincohi, MA. Robert participated in
budget that for now at least authority records the 20“ annual library staff art exhibition.
will be exported from OCLC or updated Elaine Robinson was hired in August
locally rather than in a batch process from a 2009 to ll the recongured part-time
third party vendor, LSSI. position ofAcquisitions Assistant. Elaine
During the past year Robert sent works a twenty hour work-week generally
recent subject lists of acquisitions to the heads Monday through Thursday. She has done a
of the Jewelry and Metals, Glass and commendable job learning the III Millennium
Printmaking departments, his liaison areas. acquisitions module and the YBP online
Robert also continues to serve as the ordering program. Elaine and Robert visited
library liaison to the RISD OIT Department, the YBP warehouse and distribution facility in
Innovative Interfaces (III), OCLC and New Hampshire last October. Elaine comes
Lyrasis, whom NELINET merged with to the RISD Library after serving as a URI
during the fall of 2009. Robert installed the Graduate School ofLibrary and Information
latest III library system release in August Studies intern here in 2007/08 and as a part-
2009. He also took part in two days of time temporary project cataloger during the
training last September when a representative 2008/09 academic year.
from III was at the library. Elinor Nacheman, Catalog/
Robert continues to serve as the Reference Librarian, revised the library
treasurer of the RISD Full-time Faculty disaster plan in a format promoted by the
Association and took part as a member of the Rhode Island Ofce ofLibrary and
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Information Services. Called dPlan, the Visual Resoufces
document was created by the New England Annual Report 2009/1 0
Document Conservation Center (NEDCC).
Ellie attended and assisted at the registration 20092010 has been of
i Ydesk at theJIKRLIS/NA annual conference in consolidation and expansion in the VR
Boston, an continues to serve as t e Center. Faculty are now more aware of theARLIS/NAArt and Design School Division . .
services that we provide, and as a result we
' . Elli ' ' ' h . .
néws edltor e p_ar_n_c1Pated mt e annual have had the o ortunity to collaborate in aPPLibrary staff art exhibition. She served on the number ofinteresting projects, including the
Professional Development Fund committee .following:
for the couege' The ]ohn Hendrix English Gothic
Marc Calhoun’ Senior Technical collection of ima es ofEn lish churches and
. . . .
g g
Asslstant m Catalogmg Completed his cathedrals, photographed by RISD professor
coursework and received a Masters Degree at John Hendrix injul 2009- The collection
the URI Graduate School Ofubmly and currently comprisesy202 records, and when allInformation Studies. Marc had a mostly new the records (med from IRIS into
. . .
P
contingent ofstudent assistants in the book RDID, it will total 400 images.
' h h' . .conservation area t at beneted from is The Manual Re resmmtwn Collection
-
P
gmdance' Marc completed two of the RISD of 130 images ofstudent work from a course
Learns Classes’ Adobe Photoshop I & IL He of the same name tau ht b rofessor Nick de
. . . .
g YP
also participated in the annual Library staff art Pace in the Architecture Department
exhibition The Continuing Education Collection:
Susan Glfford’ Techmcal Semces the CE department decided to use RDID as
Assistant in Cataloging’ has decreased the the re osito for the iina es the use for CE
. . P TY 8 Y
numbers of recently cataloged books waiting brochures and tiona1 literature.
to be processed for circulation. Changes Althou h there ima in this
. . . .
g g
made dunng the past academlc year mcludmg collection at present, the metadata elds are
a new bookplate and a library identication set and the de artment intends to Start
-
Ph amll . . ’ . .Stamp have elped Sue ne the Process using the collection in the summer.
Susan continues to be an excellent su eivisor . .
P Other collaborative ro ects have
. . . P Jofher student assgiants and maintains a good happened Within the Library itself’ including
retention rate wit er students. Susan a so the Raid the Icebox Iwith Andy Warhol
clgntlnuels ti) segve lihesgbrgry as a liackup for collection of24 images documenting the
t . . .
e clrcu anon es e equent Y exhibition of the same name curated by
represents the department at RISD Staff Warhol at the RISD museum, and the Artists’Council meetings. She assisted in curating Books collection work in with 1 13
. . h . I P g
and installing the 20’ annual Library staff art images that ready to be cataloged
exhibition as well as exhibiting her art work. within RDID itsem
Robert Garzmo RDID.now also incorporates 7
Technical Services Librarian remO.te c.OHe.ct1OnS.’ Created by Other. Ml)lD
user institutions willing to share their digital
July 2010 assets. These 7 new collections amount to
over 6,000 new images that are now available
to RISD students and faculty.
The Visual Resources Center is also ' Server use for the digital image
hosting a pilot project for a Materials Library. collections currently stands as
A checkout system was established in mid- follows:
February, and a test collection with tentative 0 Archives: 72.72 GB
cataloging elds was set up in RDID; this 0 Nature Lab: 85.8 MB
project will require much more in-depth 0 Reader Services: 12.94 GB
development in the future. So far, 22 students O Special Collections: 27.8 GB
have checked out items from the Materials 0 Visual Resources: 416.09 GB
Library. ' Slide borrowing nmnbers continue to
fall, with 6453 slides borrowed in
Slide and Digital Collections 2009-2010, compared to 10,177
Digital image creation continued at a slides borrowed last year.
very similar pace as last year: 3909 images
were digitized for 21 faculty, and 3567 of Workow procedures in the VRC are
those have been cataloged so far. The total for now wholly documented, with student
2008-2009 was 4549, and it is very likely that handouts for photographing, scanning and
by the end of_]une that total will have been cataloging with IRIS.
surpassed.
At present, the RISD Digital Image Picture Collection
Database RDID contains 9525 digital images The Picture Collection began the year
created by RISD departments and available without the full-time Picture Collection
for download. RDID now has 416 registered Assistant whose position was cut in response
users. to budget reductions. Due to reduced staffing
The Visual Resources Center offered levels, this year has also seen a 13% reduction
one-on-one training sessions to 18 faculty and in opening hours in the Picture Collection,
1 museum curator, during which they were from 62 per week to 54 per week. As a result
trained in the use ofARTstor, RDID, and of this, overall borrowing numbers are down.
Powerpoint presentation software. In The total number of clippings borrowed this
addition, as part ofRISD Learns, the Visual year is 40,561, compared to 57,542 borrowed
Resources Librarian offered a two-session last year; the number of folders checked out is
class for faculty and staff called Using Digital also down, with 8,114 folders this year,
Images at RISD: An Introduction. The class compared to 10,256 last year. Although the
was offered on October 7"‘, 14*“, 23“ and 30"‘, number ofpatrons who checked out items is
with each session lasting 3 hours. It included also dovm, with 2,155 checkouts this year,
training on using all the digital image compared to 3,010 last year, the total number
databases available through the Library; ofvisitors to the Picture Collection, which
presentation software including Powerpoint, includes people who used the service without
the ARTstor OIV, and the RDID Slide checking anything out, was 4,283. This last
Viewer; and tips on nding good quality statistic seems to reect the fact that the users
images online. 15 faculty and one staff are now availing of the Picture Collection
attended the sessions. The same class was services in different ways. In future, it might
offered in the spring semester, but only one be interesting to keep statistics of the number
faculty member registered. It was clear from of scans carried out in the Picture Collection’s
that experience that the timing of these atbed scanner.
training sessions is crucial for their success. The pilot project with the new
opening hours in the Picture Collection
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[830 to 4.30 Monday to Friday, with added
opening hours from 7 to 9 pm, and on
Sundays from 5 to 9 pm] has been successful,
and it would be advisable to maintain it in the
coming year.
Staff activities
Staff in the VRC have continued with
their professional development. Anne Butler
took one Excel refresher class, and Janet
Grewer took a Hot Glass and a Ceramic
Glazes CE class. She also took a CPR
certication class offered by RISD. Both ]anet
and Anne volunteered at the RISD by Design
weekend book sale. _]anet also volunteered at
the 2010 RISD commencement. She A
participated in the 20*‘ annual library staff
exhibit.
Marta Bustillo delivered a paper at
the ARLIS conference in Boston on April 24“,
entitled RISD Visual Resources in the Age of
Web 2.0. She completed the certicate
program at the Sheridan Center ofTeaching
and Learning at Brown, and organized and -____’_,,'-
hosted a Visual Resources Association/
gonhelst Chapter meeting in the RISD Centennial ofRISD’sfirst librarianibrary in May.
Alecia Under-hill took a Digital Ehza Bumgton
Photography class during Wintersession 2010 1 909-1 91 1
and participated in the annual library staff
exhibit as well as the RISD staffholiday
exhibit.
This is my last annual report as Visual Resources
Librarian at RISD, and I want to thank my stajj‘
Anne Butler, ]anet Grewer and Alecia Underhill
for their support, their willingness to learn new
processes, and their unfailinggood humor
throughout my time here. I hope that our work
together was as enjoyable andfruitfulfor them as
it has beenfor me.
Marta Bustillo
Visual Resources Librarian
May 20 10
Library Statistics 2009/20 I 0
08.30.08 08.30.09; 08.30.09; 08.30.09; 08.30.I01 08.30. I 0, I
_RlSD Library Collections Title? Titles‘ Titlesl Volumes; TitlesI Volumes
J I I
Main I 78.484; 78.485; 85.53 I j 94, I 08 I 90.35ZI 98.493
Storage 8, I 89; 8, I 70; 3,072 3.830; 298; 538
CircuIatingCollection subtotal I 84,833; 84,835; 88,803; 97,738; 90,852‘, 99,03I
I I I I
Reference 2,430; 2,43| ; 2,4|2 3,203; 2,428j__ 3, I 34
Periodicals’ I I I I ,472 ; I .473 I I .488; I 5,384; I .503 1 I 5,828
Current_titIes 383 384; 373 355
Volumes in storage I ; 8,249; ;_ 8,885
_SJ:>eciaI I 9,577; 9.578; 9,974; I 3,228; I 0,453 ; I 3,922
Periodical volumes in Special 7 I 3.067 2,970
Artists‘ books ; I.332; I.333; I,378 I,428 |,405I l,446
Archives, inc master's theses 849; 850; 983 I,098 I,234 I,347
§pecial Collections subtotal I l,758 I l,76l I l2,333 l8,8l7 l3,092 l9,685
I
I I
Auction catalogs (uncat,storage) I I8,5 I 3 I8,5I
i
I6.75
ll
I6,756 I 7,096 I 7,096
Archives 259! cu.ft.I I 266i cu.ft_
I I
I 24,769 I I 5 L804Total printed collections I l6,806 I l6,8l4; l2l,590 l48,829
I I
I
RISD Records in online catalog l03,592I I03,593I I l0,229 l33,788 I I3,S06; I37,778
Total Records (includig Prov Athenaeur1I_ I84,29o; I84,29I I I93,790; 223,I I8; 200,403, 232, I 58
I
I ;
I
Slides ' I 72,050; I 72,05 I I 72,050 I 72,050; I 89,845; I 89,845
Lantern slides 22,050; 22,o5I 22.050; 22,050[ 22.050; 22.050
_CliEpings 486,59l I 486,592 49l,447 49l,447 493,540 493,540
Mounted reproductions I 9,572; I 9.573 IL“ I 9,59 I I 9,59 I I 9,835 ; I_9,835
Maps I ,927 L I,928 I .927 I .927 I.927 I.927
; IPostcards I 9,40 I I 9,402; I 9,40 I I 9,40 I I 9,40 I I 9,40 I
IPosters I 5 2,278 2,279 2,278 2,278 2,278 2,278
CD-ROMS ' I37; I35; I33; I96 II3 II3
I
Sound/music cd's
Videos, DVD's, discs in books L 3,040, 3,04I 3,253; 4,4I2, 3,432; 4.59I
I28; I29 I 3 I 232 I 37 240
Vinyl LP's (storage) 5' 208; 207; 208; 208; 208 208
I6 mm lms (stora&e) I89 I90 I89 I97 I89 I97
35mm lms (storage) 247I 248 240; , Z 240 ,I 470 ; I 470
Iicroforms 5 I6; —— I7‘ I8; I,855; I8 I,855
I
Total Image/sound collections I 121,a29Lj 127,843; 732,9I2; 731,3I2; 732,809 731,l48
I
#of databases (some overlapHIbases (some overlap) #of databases (some overlap)
Dictionaries/Encyclopedias/Reference I 4 I 5 I9 I9 I I 5
Image databases
£2.
\|
-In
Digital images (RDID) I ; 2 I 4,952 I; 9,525
I I
3.5 million
images 5 I million:
E-books
9}
O
I ; 0; 2; 889
Periodical Abstracts/Indexes
23,000 I 9,000
journals journals
indexed I2 indexed
Full-te_>£journaI articles
ii:
I3I 2|
5I 41 8300 journa|sI 4 5447 journals
Electronic journals I
1!;
5; 4; .I I84 titles I 2I24o4 titles
I
_EIectronic Resources ; 30 paid subscriptions I 3| paid subscriptions I 35 paid subscriptions; 27 paid subscriptionsI
I I I
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Circulation 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/ I 0
B°°l€§/P¢Fl9,dl¢?l§, ,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,,,53,-375 62,,»,324,,_,, 6,3175 , , , , , , , ,, 6,,|,!269,,,, 574,77
Nonprint(7CD+CD ROMS,06/07- videos) 3,ss| |2,9|| |3,3e|_ ||,24777 9,058
Renewals I0,42 I , 2 I ,040 l4,522 I 2,069 I 3,238
In-house Circulation 37,673 53,200 45,242 54,098 487,285
Reserve materials 4,383 ‘ 5,960 4,973 6,060 3,949
i_Books (Mac laptops) 269 7352 7637 I,70I0_77777 7479
Slides 48,465 32.073 I 8,983 ‘ I O, I 77 6,453
Clippings 79,66I 62,379 52,0997 577,542‘ 40,56l
Folders requested l57,723l7 227,465777 9,947 l0,256 8,l I4
P1<,>wr£e,d '9PF9FlP9tl<?,"§ 2,63, ,I,»,2,',='>, ,,,,, ,_'13°8_ ,,,,,,, ,,l,»,61', , , 787
Retrievals of77I.im7i77ted7 Access Materials
Specia7lCo7l7l7ections (book7s77-7If7periodicals) l7,7647 7l,7735,7 l,605_7777 I7,772l777 l7,7990
Artisrs' books 952 I ,766 I ,366 I ,647 I ,432
Videos 2,554 n/a I n/a n/a n/a
Volumes from off-sitestorage I,09877 I527 77l05 8| 77l33
Use of electronic resources ‘
Database searches I07, I 54, l82,025 284,836
Full text retrievals 43,72l 54,47l 52,268
Borrowingoutside RISD 77
Athenaeum material by RISD patrons 4,709 n/a 3,74l2‘ 3,6807 7n/a7
Brown7material by RISD patrons77 3,7375777 3.27557 77I7,0727 73,5071 72,I43
Registered Borrowers
RISD students (degree program) 2,l34 2,053‘ l7,7780 2,434 2,3767
RISD students (Cont Ed. , Special Studies) I762 77627 _l_97
Faculty/Museum Curators 5l6_ 3| I 3747 73730 7362
Faculty Spo77u7se 2 477 4777
docents, trustees 69 69 89 1 I I 6 I I 2
Alumni IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII262Z 2 I I Z I Z Z I I I Z “I 96' I IIIIIIIII"228; lllllllll H 304 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII "I79
Memberships 777762777777 62l77 7777l2
Brown Univ. students I 72 I38 I 58 , 236 I827
s1+6=>w66rs6 u~r+;6f@¢,@6:w/saw iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ins in6f¢6+i=ir,i666 we i6~66¢+iae|6 i6i6~6¢i6~66¢~aa6 6 iiiiiiiii 611
'¥I,°'!:I!1=“"4tI°"==\,I(CBIARL) , 5,, _,39,,,, , ,,,,,42, II
Total registered borrowers 333! 77
Security gate count l74,349 l60,796 l50,223 l67,7385
Registered Kguestlsw 66 6 iiiiiii 66 6663610 616.16,, 63698 6 @906 a7a_ 154
Researchers in R’|ISDIKr’chiveIs IIIIIIIIII H “"94"” H "I76 I 5 I IWIIS0‘ 5 I48 IIIIIIIIIII H I42
Researchers in Special Collections I I L 536' H 4902l 530 7757l78
Students and visitors in the2Picture Collection I H I H H
R|so6;eud¢6m$ b¢ei¢wing@Br¢w@.sssssssssssssssss 66 6 66663690 6666666666666666 662126666 6361566666 s792_" L943
$,'id<=¢9"s§Pi°'19"a¢",'FY , ,,l89,, 85 ,, ,, ,.43
Grad students &TA's/ Undergrads 69/77I73I I7777/477777 0
RefeF'°"¢°*|"5t"!'¢t,l,9" ,,,, ,, ,,
Ref°"°"¢e_(§Pl>i_e9ti"q"i'i¢$), ,,,, ,, Z,-363i ,,1l,Z°°,,,,_ . 2»°68,,,,,,,,,,,, ',I§7°;,,,,,,,,,, Z1929
Archives reference (does not includeonsite) 77l7787 60 7I84 I957 I86
I"5""F5l°"(Cla55e$/W9'Yk5l79P5)?3r°P',P§, ,,,48 , ,,,,93, , ,,57 , 75
students 6 I 0 764 I .26 I |,oa3 |,2s3
Tours/orientations: groups 7 I4 577 3
students 62, I35 |,ose 460 432
¢'=1$§,Pr¢§sv,mi,<2"§Q?/’~r¥i$P#TB9°'<$ ,,,,,,,,,, , , ,,,,,,,, , ,34,,,_ , J8 ,,,,,,,,,,, ,, J8,,,,,,,,,,,,,,36, ,,,,,,,,3°
Class presentations of Special Collections 3| 7 7477 387 47 77749
students in these presentations 6782 l7,37677 l,7360 l,7666
Individual appts reArti7s7ts'778ooks/Sp Coll 77207 7777l070
lnterlibrary loan (loaned/borrowed) 402/802 256/ I 68 509/I48 505/ I09 75 I 3/725i
Book Acquisitions 2005/06 2006/07 20307/08 2008/09 2009/ I 0
New t3i3t3l3e3s3 purchased 3333,3l92 3,0673 2,389l3 2,3372
Newvolumes purchased 333,0953‘3333 332,9I5
Gifts/Exchange items received :Books, Cats., Per. 3089 5,754 6,563 3,2l5 l,8l5
Gifts/E>§3clj3ange33ret3ained as ofjune 30 3332,6l36 3333l3,268
RePl=¢9H1¢"¢§ I63 I22, 3|l 167,, WI25
Total volumes 5,746 5,448 5,792 4,350 3,2 I 6
Budget
Books
OP€f?Fi"8 9594895 (acwél ¢XPeD$¢$) 7 $?,lt354_, $97,-699,, ,,$,l9?»7§? oooooo ,, ,$3§tfl8° ooooooo ,,$65,!Q§,l,
Revenue from nes, bills $35,000 $36,898 $3 I ,395 $32,609 $26,432
V , , _ , , , , V V , _ _ _ , 7' , , , , , , , _ _ , , _ _ , _ _ _ , , , , , , , , , , , 7' , ______ _,_ ______ 7' _ , ______ ___ ______ __ . , , , _ _ , _ __ , _______ __
Book3saIe income $3,505 $466 3 $2,646 $2,855 $2,472
Restricted funds $6,426 $8,668 $ I 0,628 $9,707 $ I 2,32 I
itFvr1d§fr9mLi,b¢r4'Ar*§,t, 7 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, it 5555,39,. ,,,,,,,,,$'.-3,l3,~,,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,$¢°_ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,59
subtotal (books) $ I 36,785 $|43,64| $|56,244, $I3 | ,65| j $ |06.286
,AY¢,'T?8,°,PFl99,/P9°k 22222222222222222 77 7777 $4°-77, ,$4°-9,',, “$49,-635,, _ $13-°5 7 it $41.,-57
Electronic resources
Serials (print) $38,59l $40,0703 $43,059) $40,5l8‘ $38,l365
Videotapes/DVDs $l43,323370 3$l33,6335l
Funds from Liberal Arts $0 $0 $0 $0
Slides + digital images from vendors $I,35l9: $6l3 $l,3533 $I,5I43 $l46
Total materials expenditures $228,404 $248,056 $270,930 $253,57I $202,097
Other operating expenses I $95,849 , $| I 6,640 , $| I9,70| , $ I 04,8 I 0 $97,989
Salary and Benets $I,253,297 33$|,34 I ,938 $i3,4375,658‘3 $I,580,7 | 7 3$|,469,6_63
,T9F#'9XP9'1$¢$ " t,,,,,,.$'¢57,7i§5°,, _,,,_$.l-7,0,9'9.3.'i..,,,,,$,l!9§§!28?..,... ,$',»,93.‘?.-Q93, ,..,$,l17,6?!.7fl9,
Processing 1
Volumeswprocessed 33
newititieatataliegeaii I I I I I I I I I I I I 3,587 4,0853 35.|953333333 335.3027_33 3,3633
New volumes cataloged 335,637l
cat3a3Io3ged3333 3768 l,l3237 l,637333 l,9369_33 l3,082
Serials cataloged (09/l0- i3n3c33e-journals) 6343 I93 3333 23 2|
Recataloged/reclassied l,5938, I,l85
Y°I“"1§§,Wlthd'"§W" 77 134. 5155,, tttttttt 2'51 ttttttttttt 255°? tttttttt T7 M257
Yolun13es33i3risto3ra3ge 27,446 25,1303 26,603) 236.9423 24,82|
Archives accessioned 58/82LFi 75/ I 77LFi 79/ I 5 I LF 13 79/ I 65LF3 5 Il82.6LF
Arch3ives33processed (linear feet) 33l363.5
Bindery: Books/Periodicals 273/33 I43 256/303 304/3 I6 25 I/296 203/304
I"-h9"§?me'1di"S,, ,,,,,,,, it TT -77771 237$ 7 .523. YT 453
Binders/enclosures (conservation) 33328
Binders/Vistafoil (new books) 627 557 7l7_ 6| l 566
5lld°= @¢F¢$§i°i?¢i€I ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, _,'13,l7 ,,,,,,,,,,,,, it 5?? ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,9,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,5 Q ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,9
Slides withdrawn 2,687 0 0 0 2,405
Digital images scanned 0 0 2,9723 4,549 4,743
ciippingsiaetieaii‘ I 336,978 iiiiiiii ii 6,25i I 8,002 6,6390 I 5,752
ciiippingsiwitnarawnii I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ‘ ' 4,582iiiiiiiiiiiii8,689iiiiiiiiiiiiiii i'3,85i"3' I ‘L834 iiiiii ii "“3’,65'9
Posters added 37 I I9 I II I 2033 0 I so
Videoltitlesadded(tapes/dvcls) 3322/i3_7_23 3| 2/232i3|331 _3|37/32493, I4/4593j 33/I330
CD5 & DVDs cleaned/repaired 4063 204
Archives/Spec. Coll. Scanning I I 0 I58 I 77
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DONORS of Books, Periodicals, Auction Catalogs & Other Things
Deborah Bright Cornelia McSheehy
joe Deal Ellie Nacheman
Michael Fink Selma Ordewer
Tim Finn Nancy Potter
Brad Freeman Providence Athenaeum
Glenn Gissler Robin Quigley
Brian Goldberg RISD Museum of Art
Sherrill Hunnibell RISD President’s Office
Sue johnson Naval War College
Jon Kamen Gene and Ellen Sucov
Christine Kermaire Agnieszka Taborska
Betsey LaMonte Grace Tagliabue & Francesca Gould
Ruth Laxson Nathaniel Tarn
Krzysztof Lenk Carol Terry
Estate of William S. Lindblom john Hazan White, jr
Alice MacKenzie Laurie Whitehill Chong
Cate McQuaid Andrea Zatarain
LIBRARY STAFF
Ariel Bordeaux Special Collections Assistant
Marta Bustillo Visual Resources Librarian
Anne Butler Slide & Picture Collection Assistant
Marc Calhoun Sr. Technical Assistant, Cataloging
Claudia Covert Readers’ Services Librarian
Douglas Doe Associate Archivist
john Gambino Sr. Library Assistant/Reserves
Robert Garzillo Technical Services Librarian
Gail Geisser Circulation Manager
Susan Gifford Technical Assistant, Cataloging
janet Grewer Sr. Technical Assistant, Visual Resources
Andrew Martinez Archivist
Stephen McCaughey Circulation Supervisor/Serials
Elinor Nacheman Catalog/Reference Librarian
Ellen Petraits Reference Librarian
Elaine Robinson Sr. Technical Assistant, Acquisitions
Mark Sweeney Sr. Library Assistant/Stacks
Carol Terry Director of Library Services
Alecia Underhill Supervisor, Picture Collection
Laurie Whitehill Chong Special Collections Librarian
Anne Bulin Technical Support (OlT Staff)
Meghan Bannon Archives intern
Monica Castiglione Readers’ Services intern
Rhonda Chadwick Archives intern
jodi Goodman Archives intern
2 grad assistants and 75-80 student workers
